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ABSTRACT
The High Performance Database Research Center (HPDRC), a division of the School ol
Computer Science at Florida International Universir,v (FIU), has been involved in research
concerning intbrmation processing technologies that can efficiently store and retrieve remote
sensed data. This paper describes rwo graphical tools: the Semantic Schema Editor and the
Semantic Schema Viewer. These tools allow the design and creation of semantic database schemas
as well as an easy and intelligent access to all rexrual and spatial data stored in the databases bv

a friendlv interface to the World Wide Web users. The Semantic Schema Ediror
provides an easy to use Graphical User Interface (GUI) that can be used to create and vierv a
semantic schema diagram. Using a similar GUI, the Semantic Schema Vier,ver provides the
capabiliry of graphically queryine the semantic database. With the help of these tools. and the
providine

Semanric Dambase Vlanagement System (DBlvls) interface. several databases have been created
for remote sensed data like SeaWiFS. Ozone (TOMS). and Ocean Temperature as a rvav of
testing rhe tools and helping the center to cope rvith the storage and rerrieval of the data.

I.O INTRODUCTION
years. the use and availabiiiry of remote sensed data has increased exponentiaily, particularly in
and
agriculrural iand management. Inus. this has increased the need flor information processine
rhe area of foresn-.v
techroiogies that can efficiently store and rerrieve these data r.vpes. The High Performance Database Research
Center (I{PDRC) (Rishe, 1995), has developed a semantic binar.v database svstem. which is efficient in storing and
rerrieving these r-vpes of spatial data sets. In addition. intelligent user interfaces have been developed and used to
easiiy access this data.

Over ihe pasr

t'e,,v

At rhe HPDRC. rve have a rvide varietv of spatial ,lata sets tiom several sources including Ocean Temperature
data (supplied by the Universir.v of VIiami Rosenstiei School of Nlarine and Atmospheric Science). Simulareci
SeaWiFS (Sea-vierving Wide Field-of view Sensor) (decioved by NASA from the SeaStar satellite) and Ozone data
(TOlvls. Totai Ozone ivlapping Spectrometer) (depioyed by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center). Due ro the
large amount of dara inherenr in these rypes of data protiucts. rve also found the need tbr etficient applications that
can srore and manipulate all these remote sensed data. This paper describes the clienVserver Semantic Schema
Ediror and Vierver tools that have facilitated elficient srorage and rerrieval of remote sensed data. Both tools provide
a friendly graphical user interface belween the users and the semantic databases. ailowing the user to modifr
existine semanric database schemas or create new ones. This is possible by creating nelv categories and relations.
modifl ing the amibutes and all the related intbrmation. and by being able to delete existing relations and categories.
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The described tools are portable and flexible applications that can be run locally or remotely through the
system, efficient storage. manipulation, and
Internet. In addition, by storing the data using a simantic DBMS
protection and secyriw for the data and at
The
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provide
database will
renieuat of spatial data is provided.
,h.r*"time,enforceconsistencyofthestoreddata. Itwillalsoprovideetficientsimultaneousretrieval ofmassive
enforcement of
Loun, of data to muitiple users, and ensure better logical propertres such as a comprehensive
(Rishe,
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1992).
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2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 SEMANTiC DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The High Perforniance Database Research Center (HPDRC) is presently developing, under NASA sponsorship. a
high performance semantic/object-oriented database system. HPDRC's Semantic Database Management System
p"gVjSl is based on rhe semanric binary model. In the semantic binary modei, information is represented by logical
associations (reiations) between pairs of objects and by the ciassification of objects into categories. The semantic
and tbr
binary modei is the most narurai and convenient way of specifling the logical slructure ol information
(Rishe
a
semantic
binary
schema
form
of
in
the
world.
is
represented
It
an
application's
of
defining the concepts
1992).

The Semantic Database models are potentially more efficient than the conventional modeis tbr nvo main reasons.
The first is tiiat all the physical aspects of the representation of information by data are invisible to the user and the
second is that the system knows more about the meaning of the user's data and about the meaningful connections
berween such data. The fru.st reason creales a potential for optimization by allowrng more changes rvithout affecting
the user programs. The second aliows this knowledge to be utilized to organize the data so that meaninsful
(Rishe 1992). Decomposing queries
operalion; can be performed fasteratthe expense of less meaningful operations
and each atomic rerrievai request
requests
retnevai
the
efficiency
oi
maximizes
operations
retrieval
atomic
into
access.
disk
one
only
requires
normally
The mathematicai absrraction of the relational model has allowed the introductron oi porvertul and easv -to-use
languaees for rerrievai and updates of databases. The semantic modei ho,,vever. offers a higher degree of absrraction.
rvhich resuits in more concise user programs, speedier processing (due to ootimization). and a rveeith of other
fearures. Relational databases are good for generai conventionai database applications. Horvever. in siruations
where the strucrure oi inrbrmation is compiex. or rvhere grealer f-lexibriiw is requrred (ob1ects,,vith unknorvn
identifiers, or objects moving from one caregory to anoiher. etc.), or rvhere non-conventional data is involved
(spatial data, long text. images. etc-), semantic databases are successfi:1.

Our database system provides exceptionai usabiiiry and flexibiliry This srength is inherent to the objectoriented approach oIour binary semanric model. A database developer,'vill find designing in the semantic model
intuitive since it mosrly reflects the reai rvorld. The model caprures the data 3l6ns rvith its meanings (through
reiations). The model allows the production of rhe same database design for clients and developers. .A. client rvill
have a greater understanding ol a schema and wiil be in the position to of-fer more valuable input. This

understandins comes at the price of more iteration in development. Once clients have a befter understanding oltheir
design, they usually t'ind it easier to make more demands. A client reviewing the design can easily spot flarvs in the
understanding of the problem requirements.

A database lor Eanh Science dara must address the issue of storage size reduction since the amount of data tends
to be large. The relational model carries a lot of overhead in the space allocations lor its tables and indices (kevs).

The semantic database reduces space allocation by eliminating this overhead. Although we aiso store inverse tacts.
the absence of additional tables and index fiies allows us to of,fer a better space management than relational model
does. Usually database systems use various data representation slrucrures where the semantic database system only
uses a B-tree as its data stnjcrure that facilitates data packing. Since our data are in lexrcai order. pretix packing is
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used in a block of data regarding an object; we only record the object id for the flrst entry. Access to the data
faster in semantic database since all facti about an object wiil be stored in contiguous disk blocks.

is

3.0 SEMAI{TIC SCHEMA EDITOR
The Semantic Schema Editor is a clienVserver application where the server is a C+ program running on the
provider computer and the client part is a Java based application that can run locally or remotely on any client
computer via the Internet (WWW) This tool allows users to create a brand new database schema or modify an
existing database schema, and then save it on the client side. New databases can be easily created by clicking on the
'new icon' from the GUI and writing the name of the new database in the dialog box provided. Then the user can
use the other GUI menus to create Category, Relation, and Afributes for their new database. If the user prefers, this
graphical tilol can open any existing t.*unti. databases. Once the tool starts running, the user is allowed to browse
through the directory of the most frequently used databases or enter the name of another database. Figure I shows
the screen that it is used to enter or select the database name.

DatabaseDB/
EarthDE/
EvergladesOE/
LandsalDBuv/
LandsatDBz/
Libraryl
NOA/y'

ooTl
PresidentDE/
R_EarthOB/

SeawiisDBuv/

Sea*i{sDBz/
Temp/

-fDa'-r/

t

-al' il;%a;Fffndoil--

Fiqrrre I : Database selection windorv
Once the database has been selected, a request can be made to open the database and the server ''vill send the
semanric database schema description to the ciient side. Then the client side wiil display the semantic database
schema represenration of the opened database. Once the graphicai semaniic schema is dispiayed, the user can add
nerv Categories, Relations. or Aftributes or delete anv existing ones. In addition, the schema can be redrawn or
some propenies modified. like change relation r-vpes lrom m:m to l:m (possibie l.vpes are: l:1, 1:m. m:1, m:m)
(Rishe. 1992). Figure 2 displays two snapshots: one ofthe screen after a test database has been opened and the
second one after deleting rhe Category 'lnstmment' and its relation with the 'Observation' Category.

This tool allows users to design, create and modifu their semantic schemas without the need of writing programs
or using any data definition language. This is done transparent to the user's vierv by the server program running
behind the graphicai interface. We have tested this application creating different semantic databases inciuding the
Earrh database (containing: Ozone, Ocean Temperature and simuiated SeaWiFS data), SeaWiFS database, Landsat
database and other spatial databases. In all the cases the tools have been reliabie. and easv to use.
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SEMANTIC SCHEMA VIEWER

The Semantic Schema Viewer is another client/server application havurg a C]-+ server program to access the
been used to retrieve
database and a Java Applet client that provides a friendly graphical user interface. This tool has
and the SeaWifS
database,
Eanh
including
databases
existing
current
of
our
several
data
lor
and
spatial
texruai
both
database.

4.1 EARTH DATABASE

The Earch database conrains nvo diiferent dara sets: Ocean Temperarure data (supolieci by the Universiry of lliami
Rosensriei Schooi of 1llarine and Armospheric Science), and Ozone data iTONlS. Total Ozone llapping
Specfiometer) idepioved by NASA's Goddard Space Fiight Cenrer). This database stores the spatiai and semantic
data together in the same database. [t also stores severai wpes oi information lor many diiferent dala sets. For
exampii, for each data set the follorving information needs to be stored: the name and description of the satellite, the
instrument used, a coior table (containing color, value, and a short desci-iption). the observation program used, the
collection of all binary data files conraining the data maps and the date for each map in the database. Based on these
requirements, the lollowing (Figure 3) semantic database schema was designed and implemented with the help of
the Semantic Schema Editor.

Figure

Earth database schema

The size of this database is currentiy about 500 lv{p, and contains the following:
One year of weekly Ocean Temperature data for 1987. This is contained in 52 data files of 64,800 bytes eact1.
This data is organized in such a way that every file has 180 lines of 360 bytes each with the ltrst bytes read
belonging to the North Pole latirude points. ln order to process the fiies. one byte at a time is read. A lormula
is then applied to get the temperarure in degrees Celsius. A different color is assigned to each of the degrees.
The following shows the first few lines of a data file corresponding to the second rveek of August 1987:

n

0c00cc0 a1.2 012 0n a72 012 a12 012 072 012 012 072 An a0 0n 0p a
00cc020 0n a0 or2 0r2 012 aQ 0n u2 012 0t2 072 012 0t2 012 012 012
a12 an a12
000c060 012 072 01.2 012 012 0t2
ooodloo 012 012 072 012 Q12 AQ
0cc0120 010 010 010 0i0 010 010
0000040

an 0n 0n

072 012 ArZ A12 A1,2 012 0n an 00 aI2
012 072 0\2 01.2 A72 072 072 012 0n 472
072 012 A12 01,2 A72 Q12 012 oll C72 A72
010 010 010 010 010 010 010 . . .....

Ozone (TOMS) data lor a period of up to 15 years (1978-1994) involving rwo different satellites and hvo
different frequencies (monthly and daily). Each of these files are approximateiv i03,680 bytes. Ozone dan is
grided into I degree latirude by 1.25 degrees longitude zones. Latirudes range fiom -90 degrees (the Souih
Pole) ro 0 degrees (the equator) to +90 degrees (the North Pole) in I degree steps. Thus, there are 180 latirude
zones. The f,rst three lines are header information specifying the data iormat. Then the 288 longirude values lor
one latitude zone, centered at -89.5, are given followed by the next 288, and so on. The zeroes denote flagged
data, i.e., data that could not be collected due to satellite or instnrment problems. All measurements are given in
Dobson Unrts (Dobson, 1968). At the end of the firsr 288 zone readings. the data t-iie will state "lat.: -89.-<".
The first few lines of a data tile may look like this:

Day: 182 June 30. 1992 RealTime Meteor-i TOtv{S LECT: l2:00 PV{
Longirudes:l88 bins centered on 1i9.37 5 W to I 79.37,s E ( i.l5 deeree sqo
Latirudes

:

180 bins centered on 39.-i S to 89.5

N

( 1.00

3 17317-1

t73tj3ti3Ii3ti3ti3li3\i3t73\i3ti3t73t73\i3ti3ti3

3 1 73 1 13

t13 t'i3

3

iI

)

degree sm)

i 83183 i8318,1 r8i l8i i8318,:18i l8-: 18000
t13l7-1 173 1731i3 ti3173173 t63163 163 r 6i r6i 163 i 6i r6-1 16i l6i 163 143 l43 l -+3 l.l-1 i.t3 ir
i43 i4-11.131431431r_1i43 i431431.13143 1431431431"+3 1.131,+3133 til lli l-11ll3l33l3 ..........
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Using the Semantic Schema Viewer, all these data sets have been rerrieveC. and analyzed. For example, the
deveioDmentof the Ozone hole (regions where the total ozone column is less than:00 DU) has been monitored. We
have observed how the Ozone layers at the beginning of the year have values sreater than 230 DU. Conrrary. during
a different season (Seprember-November), Dodson Unit (Dodson, 1968) values less than 100 DU have been found
over the South Pole (Antarctic). These values rvere recorded by NASA's TOivIS insmlment tlying on Russia's
lv{eteor-l satellite on October 199-1.

4.] SEAW]FS DATABASE
Anorher data set at HPDRC is simulated and real-time Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) data.

This data is derived from the broad area color imaging satellite, OrbView-2 satellite (formerly SeaStar) and
SeaWiFS sensor. The SeaWiFS instrument is l.l Krn multi-specffal sensor that acquires six visible and lrvo near
infrared channels for broad area applications such as fishing operations, hannful alsae bloom monitoring, sediments

monitoring, offshore oil and gas operations, agriculture and foresrry management (Beck 1997). In order to
efficiently store and manipulate this huge amount of data, we have created a SeaWiFS semantic database (Rishe.
1992) containing about 100 N{B of simuiated SeaWiFS spatial data and texrual intbrmation. Figure 4 displays the
schema of this database after retrieving it using the Semantic Schema Editor application. We are in the process of
buiiding another spatial database to store the real-time OrbView-2 data.
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Fisrrrev 4: SeaWifs database schema
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The Semantic Schema Viewer is used to reffieve and displav the data contained in this data ser rhrough different
platforms. Through this page. a user can renieve textual and technical information abour the SeaWiFS dan
including date/time, scan line, gain-tdi mirror mode. sensors, points-colors and many others. A user can select ar
random an are3 of the whole (198.!x3-{60-pixel)image, that they want to vierv and retrieve ir lrom the database.
Another feature about this system is that the user can requesl lrom the database a panicular value oi a poinr oi rhe
whole image. then the value (digital number) and the acruai color are dispiayed on the window Figure ,i shows a
screen capnrre of the application running.
Users can click on the Categorv names. and they rvill get a window with the list of Anributes oi rhat category. For
example, for the Category 'Point', the user sets a window with three affibutes: X Coordinate. Y Coordinate and
Color. Then, they can either enter a parameler in any of the fields and click on the Query bunon. or they can press
Query and the program will return all the information found in the database relared ro thar Catesory. Aiter the data
is displayed. users can click on the Previous or Next button to browse all rerrieved data. This tool is constantly
retrieving data from the database. The users do not need to have knowledge about semantic databases or about the
strucrure of the database to be able to rerieve all needed datalintbrmation. As seen in Figure 5, both texruai and
spatial data can be retrieved simultaneously and etficiently through the same interlace.
5.0 CONCLUSION

At the High Perflormance Database Research Center rve have developed a varieqv of tools including the Semantic
Schema Editor and the Semantic Schema Viewer, with the purpose of finding solutions to the storage and access
problems of remote sensed data. This probiem has limited the scientific communiry to take full advantaee of the
large amount of remote sensed data available today. The Semantic Schema Editor has facilitated the creation and
modification of semantic database schemas to store the data. The Semantic Schema Viewer has provided swift and
efficient retrieval of huge amounts of data from our semantic databases. These tools also have the advantage of
being portable. They run in different platforms including Windows95, Windows NT. Solaris. and via the Internet
using a Java enable browser Iike Netscape or Internet Explorer.
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Figure 5: SeaWiFS darabase applicarion runnins.
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